


AUTHENTICITY
TRADITION
PREMIUM QUALITY 

We love wood! It is our passion and our heritage. We
grew up seeing our father creating beautiful,
practical, timeless wooden items. And so did our
father with his father, and our grandfather with his
father. The love for wood and all that is natural is our
heritage, it is our legacy.

For the last 30 years we have manufactured high-
end solid wood furniture in our factory, in Targu-
Mures, Transylvania. From log to end product,
everything is made in-house. We dream, we think,
we develop, we create and we produce. All is done
with passion for our craft, with dedication for our
customers and with respect for nature.

ANDREI CIOATA
Chairman of the board
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We are a family business which chose to swim
against the stream and to manufacture
products which are so qualitative that they
can be passed on as a family heritage.
Generations have passed since the Cioata
family has started woodworking, since we
have dedicated our entire life to our passion
for design and for solid wood.

THE STORY

In a world governed by an increasing rapidity
of our daily rhythm, by mass production and
excessive consumerism, our option is to
make things according to our Transylvanian
tradition, "quality first, speed second".
Looking back on our 30 years of experience
on international markets and at our many
collaborations with famous brands or
renowned designers in Europe, we, Cioata,
firmly believe that our purpose is to
manufacture ageless furniture, furniture to
which time shall add a vintage touch,
distinction and elegancy.

WORLD-CLASS
QUALITY

AN OLD SECRET
Blown by the winds, caressed by the Sun,
loaded by the heavy Transylvanian winter
snows, the wild oak is the living proof of
both good times and difficult times. Behind
each piece of furniture Cioata manufactures
lie hundreds of hours of work, countless
tests and the greatest attention to the
smallest details. We gave everything to
create a unique product, a product with a
strong individuality. Even though we respect
modern international design trends, we
never gave up our heritage. That is why you
will find within each Cioata furniture a piece
of the wild oak’s soul and the warm touch of
the Transylvanian culture.

"IN LIFE, ARTS AND IN
DESIGN, SIMPLICITY IS
THE SUPREME
EXCELLENCY"



THE BEST MATERIAL
IN THE WORLD.

 PURE, WILD OAK 

We control all the stages of the
manufacturing process, from the harvesting
of the log until the final delivery of the
furniture. Each product with which we come
into contact bears the mark of the
craftsmanship which was transmitted to us
from generation to generation, and of the
passion we share for the pure, natural wood.
Our specialists carefully select by hand each
piece of timber, following specific patterns
and quality indicators. It is because of this
reason why each piece is unique, has its own
series and why a great deal of our
manufacturing process is manual.

From the tree to the piece of furniture, our
wood has been traveling for almost a
century. The oak tree needs over 80 years to
reach maturity and be harvested. In the
Cioata factory the wood's journey continues
for another two years, to ensure that every
piece of furniture we create will withstand
the test of time. Our processing techniques
evolve with the passing of time and with the
advent of new technologies. However,
certain processes are done only by hand and
by respecting the Transylvanian
woodworking tradition.

SOLID WOOD



When one looks at a furniture piece produced
by Cioata, one cannot fail to see the perfect
blend between arts and impeccable execution.
All this to achieve excellence in the final
product. Each furniture piece manufactured by
us is at the same time sophisticated, yet
simple and unique. We are certain that the
Cioata furniture will bring warmth and emotion
to any living space. Our passions are the
design and the creation, and our over 30 years
of experience offer you the guarantee of a
high quality furniture which is appreciated
throughout Europe.

WE PROMISE HIGH
QUALITY AND

VERSATILE PIECES
FOR EVERY KIND

OF HOME.

30 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

All Cioata products or those produced by our
partners are the result of a design experience
of more than 30 years on international
markets and of our own principles which we
have refined over time. We are permanently
connected to all the international trends in the
design field, but our non-arguable principles
are those concerned with comfort,
functionality and durability. We value quality
before anything else, we choose only what is
relevant and important and we aim to obtain
designs which can overcome the time barrier.
Behind each piece of furniture lie hundreds of
hours of work, countless tests and an
experience extended throughout generations.

BEST QUALITY



Our values lie at the basis of everything we
do. And we have placed them always before
any profits. One of our fundamental values   is
the care for nature. This is a value which we
always apply in our work. As producers of
solid wood furniture, we believe we bear a
great responsibility in making sure that all the
wood we acquire comes from verified,
renewable, FSC-certified sources.

"PROTECTING AIR,
WATER AND TREES IS
TO PROTECT AND
CHERISH OUR HOME"

IT'S OUR DUTY 
TO PROTECT
MOTHER NATURE!

WE CARE 

Around this value we have built one of the
most modern furniture factories in Romania,
environmental-friendly and almost completely
self-sustainable from an energetic point of
view. Starting with the log and up to the final
piece of furniture, we put everything to use in
our production process, using the waste for
producing renewable energy. 

Our care for the environment must be
complemented with the respect for the
environmental principles also in our working
and living spaces, and therefore our
permanent concern is to offer products as
natural as they can be. Our goal is to
manufacture and offer only high-quality
furniture, with a long cycle of use, furniture
for multiple generations. By doing this we
protect nature and we make sure that the
used materials can easily return to nature or
be recycled. We use exclusively non-toxic and
natural materials which do not affect in any
way whatsoever the health of the end-users.



Sunglasses, a shawl in the wind and a convertible Alfa Romeo kick into
my mind every time I look at a Veneto furniture. It’s like the stylish
image from the cover of an Italian fashion magazine flashes in front of
my eyes. I feel carried into a world of elegance, refinement and
minimalism. And the balanced and sweet contrast between the
anthracite of the microcement and the vivid color of the oak wood
makes me exuberant and optimistic.

VENETO
COLLECTION

NEW



VENETO

TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.43 cubic meters
104 kg
123 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.45 cubic meters
113 kg
131 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.46 cubic meters
117 kg
136 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: VE100 VE101 VE102

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C9
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of chipboard and solid wood, the whole structure being covered
with microcement and finished with special, resistant lacquers.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.50 cubic meters
131 kg
149 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.51 cubic meters
135 kg
154 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.53 cubic meters
141 kg
160 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: VE104 VE105 VE106

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.48 cubic meters
124 kg
143 kg
3 pieces
8

VE103

Description:
With rounded, passional shapes, simple and elegant geometry, the Veneto table
successfully combines the refined Italian style with the robustness and durability of the
oak wood.

Height under tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop thickness: 5 cm
Repositioning of the legs: 3 or 4 positions depending on the size of the table



VENETO

COFFEE TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 80 x H 35 cm
0.27 cubic meters
23 kg
24 kg
1 piece

L 80 x W 80 x H 35 cm
0.27 cubic meters
26 kg
27 kg
1 piece

D 80 x H 41 cm
0.31 cubic meters
24 kg
25 kg
1 piece

SKU: VE000 VE001 VE010

VE000, H35 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

L 80 x W 80 x H 41 cm
0.31 cubic meters
27 kg
28 kg
1 piece

VE011 Materials
The tabletop is made of solid oak
wood. The leg is made of MDF,
chipboard, PVC and solid wood. The
leg is covered with microcement.
Surface distressing: Minimum;
sanding and chiseling around knots
and fissures.
Tabletop thickness: 28 mm

VE001, H35 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE010, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE011, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

CORNER AND LAMP TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 50 x H 41 cm
0.13 cubic meters
10 kg
11 kg
1 piece

L 50 x W 50 x H 41 cm
0.13 cubic meters
11 kg
12 kg
1 piece

D 50 x H 55 cm
0.17 cubic meters
12 kg
13 kg
1 piece

SKU: VE060 VE061 VE070

VE060, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

L 50 x W 50 x H 55 cm
0.17 cubic meters
14 kg
15 kg
1 piece

VE071 Materials
The tabletop is made of solid oak
wood. The leg is made of MDF,
chipboard, PVC and solid wood. The
leg is covered with microcement.
Surface distressing: Minimum;
sanding and chiseling around knots
and fissures.
Tabletop thickness: 28 mm

VE061, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

VE070, H55 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE071, H55 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

ROUND TABLE D110CM

Sizes: D 110 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.16 cubic meters
Net Weight: 31 kg
Gross Weight: 35 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under tabletop: 73 cm

SKU: VE120

Materials
The table is made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak



VENETO

ROUND TABLE D130CM

Sizes: D 130 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.20 cubic meters
Net Weight: 41 kg
Gross Weight: 45 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under tabletop: 73 cm

SKU: VE121

Materials
The table is made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak



VENETO

ROUND TABLE D150CM

Sizes: D 150 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.24 cubic meters
Net Weight: 52 kg
Gross Weight: 56 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under tabletop: 73 cm

SKU: VE122

Materials
The table is made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak



VENETO

SIDEBOARD 2D 116CM

Sizes: L 116 x W 48 x H 82 cm
Volume: 0.41 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 58 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: VE340

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, the shelf, the door handles and
the elements connecting the legs. The back of the product is
made of veneered MDF. The doors are made of MDF and are
covered with microcement.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Microcement: color C9 - dark anthracite
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

SIDEBOARD 4D 227CM

Sizes: L 227 x W 48 x H 82 cm
Volume: 0.81 cubic meters
Net Weight: 94 kg
Gross Weight: 106 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Partitioning: 4 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: VE360

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the divider wall, the
door handles and the elements connecting the legs. The back of
the product is made of veneered MDF. The doors are made of
MDF and are covered with microcement.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Microcement: color C9 - dark anthracite
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

TV SIDEBOARD 2D+2DR 187CM

Sizes: L 187 x W 48 x H 67 cm
Volume: 0.51 cubic meters
Net Weight: 77 kg
Gross Weight: 85 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors and 2
drawers

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: VE510

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelf, the
divider wall, the door handles and the elements connecting the
legs. The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The
doors and the drawer fronts are made of MDF and are covered
with microcement.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Microcement: color C9 - dark anthracite
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

TV SIDEBOARD 3D+2DR 242CM

Sizes: L 242 x W 48 x H 67 cm
Volume: 0.66 cubic meters
Net Weight: 97 kg
Gross Weight: 105 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 doors and 2
drawers

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: VE530

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelves, the
divider walls, the door handles and the elements connecting the
legs. The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The
doors and the drawer fronts are made of MDF and are covered
with microcement.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Microcement: color C9 - dark anthracite
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

CABINET 2D 116CM

Sizes: L 116 x W 48 x H 137 cm
Volume: 0.88 cubic meters
Net Weight: 95 kg
Gross Weight: 103 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: VE650

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the door
handles and the elements connecting the legs. The back of
the product is made of veneered MDF. The doors are made
of MDF and are covered with microcement.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Microcement: color C9 - dark anthracite
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures

Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the
legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



Sizes: L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.29 cubic meters
Net Weight: 120 kg
Gross Weight: 131 kg
Packages: 3 pieces
No. of Seats: 8
Height under Tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop Thickness: 5 cm

SURF

TABLE V 220CM
SKU: SU1V2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it
was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid
spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the
only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are
embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The leg is made of solid oak wood and it is connected to the
tabletop using powder coated steel plates. The base of the leg is
made of powder coated steel.
Steel: the leg base; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench



Playful shadows and discreet details that come to life at the gentle
touch of the rays of light. Raya. An elegant furniture collection created
for those who love beauty and the natural. For those who appreciate
simplicity and delicate lines. For those who know how to recognize art
in a piece of solid wood furniture.

RAYA
COLLECTION

NEW



RAYA

SIDEBOARD 2D 116CM

Sizes: L 116 x W 48 x H 82 cm
Volume: 0.41 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 58 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: RA340

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the door
handles and the elements connecting the legs. The back of
the product is made of veneered MDF. The doors are made
of veneered chipboard and on the outside face solid oak
lamellas are applied.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the
legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Ferro



RAYA

SIDEBOARD 4D 227CM

Sizes: L 227 x W 48 x H 82 cm
Volume: 0.81 cubic meters
Net Weight: 94 kg
Gross Weight: 106 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Partitioning: 4 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: RA360

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the divider wall, the
door handles and the elements connecting the legs. The back of
the product is made of veneered MDF. The doors are made of
veneered chipboard and on the outside face solid oak lamellas
are applied.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Natural Oak and Ferro



RAYA

TV SIDEBOARD 2D+2DR 187CM

Sizes: L 187 x W 48 x H 67 cm
Volume: 0.51 cubic meters
Net Weight: 77 kg
Gross Weight: 85 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors and 2
drawers

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: RA510

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelf, the
divider wall, the door handles and the elements connecting the
legs. The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The
doors are made of veneered chipboard and on the outside face
solid oak lamellas are applied.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: White and Ferro



RAYA

TV SIDEBOARD 3D+2DR 242CM

Sizes: L 242 x W 48 x H 67 cm
Volume: 0.66 cubic meters
Net Weight: 97 kg
Gross Weight: 105 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 doors and 2
drawers

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: RA530

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelves, the
divider walls, the door handles and the elements connecting the
legs. The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The
doors are made of veneered chipboard and on the outside face
solid oak lamellas are applied.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Natural Oak and Ferro



RAYA

CABINET 2D 116CM

Sizes: L 116 x W 48 x H 137 cm
Volume: 0.88 cubic meters
Net Weight: 95 kg
Gross Weight: 103 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors

Height of the legs: 20 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: RA650

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the door
handles and the elements connecting the legs. The back of
the product is made of veneered MDF. The doors are made
of veneered chipboard and on the outside face solid oak
lamellas are applied.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures

Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the
legs
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Colors in picture: Natural Oak and Ferro with Optional Drawer VE390



Sizes: L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.29 cubic meters
Net Weight: 106 kg
Gross Weight: 118 kg
Packages: 3 pieces
No. of Seats: 8
Height under Tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop Thickness: 5 cm

SURF

TABLE I 220CM
SKU: SU1I2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it
was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid
spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the
only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are
embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The leg is made of solid oak wood and the plugs are made of
plywood. A powder coated steel disc is used to connect the leg
to the tabletop. The base of the leg is made of powder coated
steel.
Steel: the leg base; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench



A true ambassador of the urban-contemporary style, the GAIA collection
is characterized by the warm - cold, vivid - inert, organic - rigid,
natural - artificial contrasts generated by the playful combination of the
solid oak wood with the concrete surfaces.

GAIA
COLLECTION

NEW



GAIA

TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.29 cubic meters
65 kg
75 kg
2 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.31 cubic meters
70 kg
81 kg
2 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.33 cubic meters
75 kg
86 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: GA100 GA101 GA102

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C6
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of chipboard and solid pine wood, the whole structure being
covered with a layer of ~ 4 mm of concrete and finished with special, matt lacquers.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.36 cubic meters
90 kg
101 kg
2 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.38 cubic meters
96 kg
107 kg
2 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.40 cubic meters
101 kg
113 kg
2 pieces
10-12

SKU: GA104 GA105 GA106

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.34 cubic meters
85 kg
95 kg
2 pieces
8

GA103

Description:
The warm - cold, vivid - inert, organic - rigid, natural - artificial contrast shapes the
personality of the GAIA table. The 5 cm thick solid wood tabletop with organic edges
balances perfectly with the rigid geometry of the concrete manually covered legs. The
result is a well-proportioned and very robust table, a true ambassador of the urban-
contemporary style.



GAIA

SIDEBOARD 4D 227CM

Sizes: L 227 x W 48 x H 78 cm
Volume: 0.82 cubic meters
Net Weight: 100 kg
Gross Weight: 110 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Partitioning: 4 doors

Height of the legs: 16 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: GA360

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, the shelves, the divider wall, the
doors and the elements connecting the legs. The back of the
product is made of veneered MDF. The door handles and the
legs are made of MDF and are covered with microcement.
Microcement: color C6 - grey
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C6



GAIA

TV SIDEBOARD 2D+2DR 187CM

Sizes: L 187 x W 48 x H 63 cm
Volume: 0.53 cubic meters
Net Weight: 80 kg
Gross Weight: 88 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Partitioning: 2 doors and 2
drawers

Height of the legs: 16 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: GA510

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelf, the
divider wall, the doors and the elements connecting the legs.
The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The door
handle, the drawer fronts and the legs are made of MDF and are
covered with microcement.
Microcement: color C6 - grey
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C6



GAIA

TV SIDEBOARD 2D+2DR 227CM

Sizes: L 227 x W 48 x H 63 cm
Volume: 0.64 cubic meters
Net Weight: 95 kg
Gross Weight: 106 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Partitioning: 2 doors, 1 niche
and 2 drawers

Height of the legs: 16 cm
Compatible with: VE390 Veneto
Optional Drawer

SKU: GA530

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the top
and the bottom of the corpus, drawer boxes, the shelf, the
divider wall, the doors and the elements connecting the legs.
The back of the product is made of veneered MDF. The door
handle, the niche and the legs are made of MDF and are
covered with microcement.
Microcement: color C6 - grey
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws and wrench for assembling the legs

Color in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C6



Ideal for modern and contemporary arrangements where the focus is
placed on simplicity, ergonomics, space efficiency and on contrast
between materials and textures, the KISS collection is one of the best
examples of design's most important rule: "Less is more".

KISS
COLLECTION

NEW



KISS

TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 140 x W 80 x H 76 cm
0.14 cubic meters
42 kg
48 kg
2 pieces
4-6

L 160 x W 90 x H 76 cm
0.17 cubic meters
50 kg
57 kg
2 pieces
6

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.20 cubic meters
58 kg
67 kg
2 pieces
6

SKU: KI100 KI101 KI102

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top.n order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.25 cubic meters
72 kg
83 kg
2 pieces
8

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.27 cubic meters
77 kg
89 kg
2 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.29 cubic meters
81 kg
94 kg
2 pieces
10

SKU: KI104 KI105 KI106

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.22 cubic meters
63 kg
72 kg
2 pieces
6-8

KI103

Description:
Ideal for modern and contemporary arrangements where the focus is placed on
simplicity, ergonomics, space efficiency and on contrast between materials and
textures, the KISS table is the definition of simplicity: a tabletop and four legs. An oak
jewel in which our specialists strictly followed the basic rule of design: "Less is more".
Features:
Despite its simplicity, the table is very robust. It can sustain loads of more than 300 kg.
The KISS Table can also be used as an office or home desk.

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.24 cubic meters
67 kg
78 kg
2 pieces
6-8

KI103

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.31 cubic meters
86 kg
100 kg
2 pieces
10-12

KI103



KISS

SIDEBOARD 4D 203CM

Sizes: L 203 x W 45 x H 68 cm
Volume: 0.74 cubic meters
Net Weight: 81 kg
Gross Weight: 83 kg
Packages: 1 pieces
Partitioning: 4 doors

SKU: KI360

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the doors, the
front frame, the base. The back of the product is made of
veneered MDF. The sides, the top and the bottom of the corpus,
the shelves and the divider walls are made of veneered
chipboard.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges

Color in picture: Castle Oak

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Natural Oak



We created the ATLAS collection from our desire to offer our customers
a range of oak furniture adaptable to the complex and varied spaces of
the urban homes. Whether it is a living room, a dining room or a home
office, you will find in the ATLAS collection the products that suit your
design and needs. The pieces of furniture are modular and allow the
creation of playful shapes, functions and volumes, while maintaining
the robustness and warmth of solid oak wood.

ATLAS
COLLECTION



ATLAS

EXT. TABLE 190/270CM

Sizes: L 190/270 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.25 cubic meters
Net Weight: 66 kg
Gross Weight: 69 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm
Extension leaf: 1 x 80 cm

SKU: AT150

Materials
100% solid wood. The legs and some of the components of
the storage box are made of solid oak wood. The skirts are
made of oak veneered solid beech wood. The top is made
of blockboard and is veneered with oak veneer on the top
and with beech veneer on the bottom. The extension leaf
is made of oak veneered blockboard.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: metal slides, tilting hinges
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

EXT. TABLE 150/200CM

Sizes: L 150/200 x W 90 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.21 cubic meters
Net Weight: 49 kg
Gross Weight: 52 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm
Extension leaf: 1 x 50 cm

SKU: AT140

Materials
100% solid wood. The legs and some of the components of
the storage box are made of solid oak wood. The skirts are
made of oak veneered solid beech wood. The top is made
of blockboard and is veneered with oak veneer on the top
and with beech veneer on the bottom. The extension leaf
is made of oak veneered blockboard.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: metal slides, tilting hinges
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

TABLE 210CM WITH 1 DRAWER

Sizes: L 210 x W 90 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.34 cubic meters
Net Weight: 60 kg
Gross Weight: 66 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm
Inside dimensions of the drawer: 37 x 47 x 5.5 cm

SKU: AT102

Materials
100% solid wood. The tabletop, the legs, the drawer box,
the drawer front and the strengthening elements below
the tabletop are made of solid oak wood. The skirts are
made of oak veneered solid beech or solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: metal drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

TABLE 180CM WITH 1 DRAWER

Sizes: L 180 x W 90 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.30 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 51 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm
Inside dimensions of the drawer: 37 x 47 x 5.5 cm

SKU: AT101

Materials
100% solid wood. The tabletop, the legs, the drawer box,
the drawer front and the strengthening elements below
the tabletop are made of solid oak wood. The skirts are
made of oak veneered solid beech or solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: metal drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

TABLE 150CM

Sizes: L 150 x W 80 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.23 cubic meters
Net Weight: 37 kg
Gross Weight: 41 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm

SKU: AT100

Materials
100% solid wood. The tabletop, the legs, the drawer box,
the drawer front and the strengthening elements below
the tabletop are made of solid oak wood. The skirts are
made of oak veneered solid beech or solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Natural Oak



ATLAS

EXT. ROUND TABLE D110/150CM

Sizes: L 110/150 x W 110 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.33 cubic meters
Net Weight: 44 kg
Gross Weight: 48 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm
Extension leaf: 1 x 40 cm

SKU: AT160

Materials
100% solid wood. The top, the extension leaf, the legs and
some of the components of the storage box are made of
solid oak wood. The skirts are made of oak veneered solid
beech wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: metal slides, tilting hinges
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

ROUND TABLE D110CM

Sizes: D 110 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.23 cubic meters
Net Weight: 33 kg
Gross Weight: 37 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 65 cm

SKU: AT120

Materials
100% solid wood. The top, the extension leaf, the legs and
some of the components of the storage box are made of
solid oak wood. The skirts are made of oak veneered solid
beech or solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for
mounting the legs

Feature
You have the option to choose the color Nero (RAL 9005;
textured opaque black) for coating the outside of the legs
and of the skirts. This is the same color used for the metal
components and the niches of the Atlas collection.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

ROLLBOX 3DR

Sizes: L 50 x W 48 x H 63 cm
Volume: 0.18 cubic meters
Net Weight: 28 kg
Gross Weight: 30 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 drawers

SKU: AT030

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the front, the sides and
the back of the drawer boxes and the applied front of the
drawers. The back of the product and the bottom of the
drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veneered plywood).
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT051).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: L 160 x W 70 x H 78 cm

ATLAS

HOME DESK

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 120 x W 70 x H 78 cm
0.13 cubic meters
28 kg
31 kg
2 pieces

L 160 x W 70 x H 78 cm
0.14 cubic meters
32 kg
35 kg
2 pieces

SKU: AT050 AT051

Materials
100% solid wood. The top is made of oak veneered
blockboard. The sleepers are made of solid oak wood.
Steel: the sides; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Rollbox 3Dr (AT030), the Atlas Sideboard
2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas Sideboard 2D 100cm
(AT340), the Atlas Bookcase 70cm (AT430) and the Atlas
Bookcase 100cm (AT440).

Accessories
The Atlas Desk Shelf 105cm (AT095), the Atlas Wall Shelf
100cm (AT450) or 140cm (AT451), the Drawer for home
Desk* (AT090) (*available only for the Home Desk 160cm).



ATLAS

DESK SHELF 105CM

Sizes: L 105 x W 26 x H 12 cm
Volume: 0.05 cubic meters
Net Weight: 4 kg
Gross Weight: 5 kg
Packages: 1 piece

SKU: AT095

Materials
Solid oak wood: all the components.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: none
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that
ensure perfect leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk 120cm (AT050) and the Atlas
Home Desk 160cm (AT051).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: L 160 x W 23 x H 14 cm

ATLAS

WALL SHELF

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 100 x W 23 x H 14 cm
0.05 cubic meters
6 kg
7 kg
1 piece

L 160 x W 23 x H 14 cm
0.06 cubic meters
7 kg
8 kg
1 piece

SKU: AT450 AT451

Materials
All components are made of solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: none
Assembly hardware: plastic wall plugs, screws

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk 120cm (AT050) or the Atlas
Home Desk 160cm (AT051).



ATLAS

SIDEBOARD 2DR 70CM

Sizes: L 70 x W 48 x H 78 cm
Volume: 0.24 cubic meters
Net Weight: 38 kg
Gross Weight: 41 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 drawers

SKU: AT300

Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Height of the legs: 16 cm

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the front, the sides and
the back of the drawer boxes and the applied front of the
drawers. The back of the product and the bottom of the
drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veneered plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas Niche A 30cm
(AT__A), the Atlas Bookcase 70cm (AT430) and the Atlas
Bookcase 100cm (AT440).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

SIDEBOARD 2D 100CM

Sizes: L 100 x W 48 x H 78 cm
Volume: 0.34 cubic meters
Net Weight: 41 kg
Gross Weight: 45 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors

SKU: AT340

Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Height of the legs: 16 cm

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the shelf and the doors.
The back of the product is 100% solid wood (oak veneered
plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas Niche A 30cm
(AT__A), the Atlas Bookcase 70cm (AT430) and the Atlas
Bookcase 100cm (AT440).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

SIDEBOARD 4DR 70CM

Sizes: L 70 x W 48 x H 134 cm
Volume: 0.45 cubic meters
Net Weight: 65 kg
Gross Weight: 70 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 4 drawers

SKU: AT310

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the front, the sides and
the back of the drawer boxes and the applied front of the
drawers. The back of the product and the bottom of the
drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veneered plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)

Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Height of the legs: 16 cm

Compatibility
With the Atlas Sideboard 4Dr 70cm (AT310), the Atlas
Cabinet 1D+1Dr 70cm (AT600/601) and with the Atlas
Niche B 30cm (AT__B).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

CABINET 1D+1DR R. 70CM / CABINET 1D+1DR L. 70CM

Sizes: L 70 x W 48 x H 134 cm
Volume: 0.45 cubic meters
Net Weight: 59 kg
Gross Weight: 64 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 1 door  and 1 drawer

SKU: AT600 / AT601

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the front, the sides and
the back of the drawer box, the door, the shelves and the
applied front of the drawer. The back of the product and
the bottom of the drawers are 100% solid wood (oak
veneered plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)

Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and
drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Height of the legs: 16 cm

Compatibility
With the Atlas Sideboard 4Dr 70cm (AT310), the Atlas
Cabinet 1D+1Dr 70cm (AT600/601) and with the Atlas
Niche B 30cm (AT__B).

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

TV SIDEBOARD 2DR 180CM

Sizes: L 180 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.34 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 60 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 drawers and 1
niche

SKU: AT510

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top, the verticle dividers and the bottom of the carcass, the
front, the sides and the back of the drawer boxes, the shelf
and the applied front of the drawers. The back of the
product and the bottom of the drawers are 100% solid wood
(oak veneered plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Niche height: 2x 14 cm
Height of the legs: 16 cm

Color in picture: Castle Oak



ATLAS

TV SIDEBOARD 3DR 180CM

Sizes: L 180 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.34 cubic meters
Net Weight: 59 kg
Gross Weight: 63 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 drawers

SKU: AT510

Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the sides, the
top and the bottom of the carcass, the front, the sides and
the back of the drawer boxes and the applied front of the
drawers. The back of the product and the bottom of the
drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veneered plywood).
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take the
imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect leveling

Height of the legs: 16 cm

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BOOKCASE 70CM
ATLAS

Sizes: L 70 x W 48 x H 192 cm
Volume: 0.15 cubic meters
Net Weight: 45 kg
Gross Weight: 49 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: AT430

Materials
Solid oak wood: the shelves, the top and the sleepers.
Steel: the sides; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Color for the metal and the niche
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas TV Sideboard 2Dr
180cm, the Atlas TV Sideboard 3Dr 180cm and the
Bookcase 100cm (AT440) - the position of the shelves
match with the height of these items.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BOOKCASE 100CM
ATLAS

Sizes: L 100 x W 48 x H 192 cm
Volume: 0.18 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 60 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: AT440

Materials
Solid oak wood: the shelves, the top and the sleepers.
Steel: the sides; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Color for the metal and the niche
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas TV Sideboard 2Dr
180cm, the Atlas TV Sideboard 3Dr 180cm and the
Bookcase 70cm (AT430) - the position of the shelves
match with the height of these items.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



Simple and clean design, balanced
proportions and a great ability to easily
morph from a style to another. In the
version with metal legs, it becomes a
modern, light piece of furniture, while
when with wooden legs, it becomes
elegant and stylish. The playful or the
tone-on-tone combinations between the
wood and metal colors, as well as the
perfect combination of solid oak and
robust steel distinguish by beauty, quality
and personality the TRIBECA collection.

TRIBECA
COLLECTION



ROUND TABLE D130CM - CONCRETE TOP
TRIBECA

Sizes: D 130 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.20 cubic meters
Net Weight: 71 kg
Gross Weight: 82 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 71 cm

SKU: TR121

Materials:
Solid oak wood for the legs and MDF covered with
microcement for the tabletop. The connection is made by
means of a powder coated steel disc.
Surface distressing: minimal; sanding and chiseling around
some knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Castle Oak



TRIBECA

ROUND TABLE D150CM - CONCRETE TOP

Sizes: D 150 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.25 cubic meters
Net Weight: 78 kg
Gross Weight: 91 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 71 cm

SKU: TR122

Materials:
Solid oak wood for the legs and MDF covered with
microcement for the tabletop. The connection is made by
means of a powder coated steel disc.
Surface distressing: minimal; sanding and chiseling around
some knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Castle Oak



TRIBECA

ROUND TABLE D130CM - OAK TOP

Sizes: D 130 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.20 cubic meters
Net Weight: 55 kg
Gross Weight: 66 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 71 cm

SKU: TR121

Materials:
Solid oak wood for the legs and the 15 mm thick table top,
MDF for the black components of the tabletop. The
connection is made by means of a powder coated steel
disc.
Surface distressing: minimal; sanding and chiseling around
some knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Cotone



TRIBECA

ROUND TABLE D150CM - OAK TOP

Sizes: D 150 x H 76 cm
Volume: 0.25 cubic meters
Net Weight: 60 kg
Gross Weight: 73 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Height under skirt: 71 cm

SKU: TR122

Color in picture: Cotone

Materials:
Solid oak wood for the legs and the 15 mm thick table top,
MDF for the black components of the tabletop. The
connection is made by means of a powder coated steel
disc.
Surface distressing: minimal; sanding and chiseling around
some knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



SIDEBOARD 190CM - METAL LEGS
TRIBECA

Sizes: L 190 x W 48 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.93 cubic meters
Net Weight: 105 kg
Gross Weight: 131 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors, 1 drawer
and 1 niche

SKU: TR340.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, doors,
drawer front and drawer box, vertical dividers, horizontal dividers and
shelves
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 18 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

SIDEBOARD 190CM - WOODEN LEGS

Sizes: L 190 x W 48 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.93 cubic meters
Net Weight: 104 kg
Gross Weight: 130 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 doors, 1 drawer
and 1 niche

SKU: TR340.W

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, doors,
drawer front and drawer box, vertical dividers, horizontal dividers,
shelves and for the legs
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 18 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

SIDEBOARD 248CM - METAL LEGS

Sizes: L 248 x W 48 x H 77 cm
Volume: 1.21 cubic meters
Net Weight: 137 kg
Gross Weight: 170 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 doors, 1 drawer
and 1 niche

SKU: TR350.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, doors,
drawer front and drawer box, vertical dividers, horizontal dividers and
shelves
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 18 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

SIDEBOARD 248CM - WOODEN LEGS

Sizes: L 248 x W 48 x H 77 cm
Volume: 1.21 cubic meters
Net Weight: 136 kg
Gross Weight: 169 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 doors, 1 drawer
and 1 niche

SKU: TR350.W

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, doors,
drawer front and drawer box, vertical dividers, horizontal dividers,
shelves and for the legs
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 18 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

TV SIDEBOARD 127CM - METAL LEGS

Sizes: L 127 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.38 cubic meters
Net Weight: 50 kg
Gross Weight: 63 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 1 drawer and 1
niche

SKU: TR500.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, drawer front
and drawer box and vertical dividers
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 2x 9 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

TV SIDEBOARD 127CM - WOODEN LEGS

Sizes: L 127 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.38 cubic meters
Net Weight: 49 kg
Gross Weight: 62 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 1 drawer and 1
niche

SKU: TR500.W

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, drawer front
and drawer box, vertical divider and for the legs
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 2x 9 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

TV SIDEBOARD 186CM - METAL LEGS

Sizes: L 185.5 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.57 cubic meters
Net Weight: 74 kg
Gross Weight: 89 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 drawers and 1
niche

SKU: TR510.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, drawer
fronts and drawer boxes and vertical dividers
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer boxes), powder
coated steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 2x 9 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

TV SIDEBOARD 186CM - WOODEN LEGS

Sizes: L 185.5 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.57 cubic meters
Net Weight: 73 kg
Gross Weight: 88 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 drawers and 1
niche

SKU: TR510.W

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, drawer
fronts and drawer boxes, vertical divider and for the legs
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer boxes), powder
coated steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 2x 9 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA
COLLECTION

TRIBECA

TV SIDEBOARD 3DR 186CM - METAL LEGS

Sizes: L 185.5 x W 48 x H 50 cm
Volume: 0.57 cubic meters
Net Weight: 74 kg
Gross Weight: 89 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 drawers

SKU: TR511.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, bottom, sides, drawer
fronts and drawer boxes and vertical dividers
Secondary materials: oak veneered chipboard (the back of the corpus
and the bottom of the drawer boxes), powder coated steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero



TRIBECA

CABINET 127CM - METAL LEGS

Sizes: L 127 x W 48 x H 152 cm
Volume: 1.17 cubic meters
Net Weight: 131 kg
Gross Weight: 156 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 4 doors and 1 niche

SKU: TR650.M

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, sides, doors, vertical
dividers, horizontal dividers and shelves
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus and the bottom of the drawer box), powder coated
steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 15 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



TRIBECA

CABINET 127CM - WOODEN LEGS

Sizes: L 127 x W 48 x H 152 cm
Volume: 1.17 cubic meters
Net Weight: 130 kg
Gross Weight: 155 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 4 doors and 1 niche

SKU: TR650.W

Main material: solid oak wood for the top, sides, doors, vertical
dividers, horizontal dividers, shelves and for the legs
Secondary materials: MDF (the niche), oak veneered chipboard (the
back of the corpus), powder coated steel (the base)
Surface distressing: sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer
runners
Assembly hardware: not required
Niche height: 15 cm
Height of the legs: 20 cm

Colors in picture: Old Canada and Nero



LOMBARDY

Our tables are made by
artisan hands and

loving hearts.



LOMBARDY

TABLE 240CM
SKU: LM103

Color in picture: Old Canada Color in picture: Natural Oak Color in picture: Drift



LOMBARDY

TABLE 240CM

Sizes: L 240 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.42 cubic meters
Net Weight: 104 kg
Gross Weight: 107 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Tabletop Thickness: 45 cm

SKU: LM103

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks,
brushing (recycled oak wood look)
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Old Canada



LOMBARDY

TABLE 300CM

Sizes: L 300 x W 110 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.51 cubic meters
Net Weight: 135 kg
Gross Weight: 142 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
Tabletop Thickness: 45 cm

SKU: LM106

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks,
brushing (recycled oak wood look)
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 130CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 130 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.36 cubic meters
Net Weight: 17 kg
Gross Weight: 30 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM015

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Color in picture: Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 130CM - CONCRETE TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 130 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.36 cubic meters
Net Weight: 17 kg
Gross Weight: 30 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM015

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
and plywood
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 160CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 160 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.44 cubic meters
Net Weight: 20 kg
Gross Weight: 34 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM016

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Color in picture: Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 160CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 160 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.44 cubic meters
Net Weight: 20 kg
Gross Weight: 34 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM016

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
and MDF
Secondary materials: concrete paste
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Old Canada



BEDROOM
FURNITURE



BEDROOM FURNITURE

CALVIN BED

Mattress size:
Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

160 x 200 cm*
L 170 x W 231 x H 95 cm
0.47 cubic meters
62 kg
72 kg
3 pieces

180 x 200 cm*
L 190 x W 231 x H 95 cm
0.52 cubic meters
67 kg
77 kg
3 pieces

SKU: CV730 CV740 Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the legs, the
stiffening elements of the headboard, the sides, the pannels
connecting the legs and the sleepers of the headboard (the
latter three in the form of oak panels veenered with aesthetic
oak veneer). The mattress support sleepers are made of
hardwood: either solid oak or solid beech.
The upholstered pillows have the following structure: an anti-
feather cover, a mixture of feathers, chopped foam and virgin
fibre as the filling, the fabric cover.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the fissures.
Hardware
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrenches, cam nuts,
bolts, insert nuts
Pillow covers
The Cape fabric is soft to the touch and has a very natural
look. It is very resistant and can be washed at 30 degrees. The
Cape fabric has undergone a water reppelant treatement. But
this treatement will dissapear during washing.
100%PES (Polyester)
Martindale: 100.000
Lightfastness: 4 (on a scale from 1 to 5)
Pilling resistance: 4 (on a scale from 1 to 5)

Compatibility
With the Perry nightstands, with the Storage box with wheels.

Particularities
The Calvin bed can be fitted with upto 4 storage boxes with wheels.
The headboard pillows have removable and washable covers.
*For 210 cm and 220 cm mattresses you may order longer sides for the bed.

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Cape Liver



BEDROOM FURNITURE

VICTORIA BED

Mattress size:
Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

160 x 200 cm*
L 169 x W 218 x H 119 cm
0.52 cubic meters
62 kg
72 kg
2 pieces

180 x 200 cm*
L 189 x W 218 x H 119 cm
0.57 cubic meters
67 kg
77 kg
2 pieces

SKU: VC730 VC740 Materials
The components made of solid oak wood are the legs, the
sleepers and the slats that form the frame of the headboard,
the sides and the front and back pannels connecting the legs
(the latter two in the form of oak panels veenered with
aesthetic oak veneer). The mattress support sleepers are
made of hardwood: either solid oak or solid beech. The
upholstered panel is made of MDF, chipboard, polyurethane
foam Hr 3536-3 cm.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the fissures.
Hardware
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrenches, cam nuts,
bolts, insert nuts
Upholstery
The Adore fabric is particularly fine to the touch, it has a rich
cloudy appearance, with a discreet shine. It is very resistant
and can be washed at 30 degrees. The Adore fabric has
undergone a water reppelant treatement.
100%PES (Polyester)
Martindale: 88.000
Lightfastness: 5 (on a scale from 1 to 5)
Pilling resistance: 5 (on a scale from 1 to 5)

Compatibility
With the Perry nightstands, with the Storage box with wheels.

Particularities
In case of use with bedside tables, the bed can be equipped with up to 2
storage boxes with wheels. In the absence of bedside tables, the Victoria bed
can be equipped with up to 4 storage boxes with wheels.
*For 210 cm and 220 cm mattresses you may order longer sides for the bed.

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Adore Petrol



BEDROOM FURNITURE

LAUSANNE BED WITH NIGHTSTANDS

Mattress size:
Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
Storage:

140 x 200 cm*
L 256 x W 222 x H 85-95 cm
0.35 cubic meters
84 kg
95 kg
4 pieces
2 drawers

160 x 200 cm*
L 276 x W 222 x H 85-95 cm
0.37 cubic meters
89 kg
100 kg
4 pieces
2 drawers

180 x 200 cm*
L 296 x W 222 x H 85-95 cm
0.40 cubic meters
95 kg
107 kg
4 pieces
2 drawers

SKU: LA720+800 LA730+800 LA740+800 Main material: solid oak wood QF2 (B class)
Secondary materials: solid spruce wood, solid beech wood, oak veneered
plywood, powder coated steel
Surface distressing: minimal, sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrenches, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts
Nigthstand and bed frame height: 15 cm
Bed frame width: 6.5 cm
Distance from floor to bed frame: 20 cm
Particularities:
Height adjustable headboard.
*For 210 cm and 220 cm mattresses you may order longer sides for the bed.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BEDROOM FURNITURE

LAUSANNE BED

Mattress size:
Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

140 x 200 cm*
L 155 x W 222 x H 75-85 cm
0.25 cubic meters
62 kg
72 kg
3 pieces

160 x 200 cm*
L 175 x W 222 x H 75-85 cm
0.27 cubic meters
67 kg
77 kg
3 pieces

180 x 200 cm*
L 195 x W 222 x H 75-85 cm
0.30 cubic meters
73 kg
84 kg
3 pieces

SKU: LA720 LA730 LA740
Main material: solid oak wood QF2 (B class)
Secondary materials: solid spruce wood, solid beech wood, powder coated
steel
Surface distressing: minimal, sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrenches, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts
Bed frame height: 15 cm
Bed frame width: 6.5 cm
Distance from floor to bed frame: 20 cm
Particularities:
Height adjustable headboard.
*For 210 cm and 220 cm mattresses you may order longer sides for the bed.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BEDROOM FURNITURE

LUGANO BED

Mattress size:
Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
Storage:

140 x 200 cm*
L 155 x W 257 x H 91 cm
0.40 cubic meters
81 kg
92 kg
3 pieces
2 drawers and 2 doors

160 x 200 cm*
L 175 x W 257 x H 91 cm
0.42 cubic meters
87 kg
97 kg
3 pieces
2 drawers and 2 doors

180 x 200 cm*
L 195 x W 257 x H 91 cm
0.44 cubic meters
93 kg
104 kg
3 pieces
2 drawers and 2 doors

SKU: LU720 LU730 LU740
Materials: solid oak wood QF2 (B class), solid spruce wood, solid beech wood,
oak veneered chipboard
Surface distressing: minimal, sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: metal drawer runners, hinges, magnets
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrenches, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts
Bed frame height: 15 cm
Bed frame width: 6.5 cm
Distance from floor to bed frame: 20 cm
Particularity:
*For 210 cm and 220 cm mattresses you may order longer sides for the bed.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BEDROOM FURNITURE

PERRY NIGHTSTAND 50CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
Partitioning:

L 50 x W 40 x H 45 cm
0.14 cubic meters
22 kg
23 kg
1 piece
2 drawers

L 50 x W 40 x H 58 cm
0.17 cubic meters
22 kg
23 kg
1 piece
2 drawers

SKU: PE800 PE801

Materials
Solid oak wood: the sides, the top and the bottom of
the corpus, the front, the back, the sides and the
applied front of the drawers and the base or the lathed
legs. The back of the corpus and the bottom of the
drawers are made of oak veneered  MDF.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and
the fissures

PE800, H45 cm
Color in picture: Castle Oak 

PE801, H58 cm
Color in picture: Castle Oak

Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners with partial extraction
Compatibility
With the Calvin, Victoria, Lausanne and Lugano beds.
Particularity
The Perry nightstand can be ordered with a base or
with legs and it has two drawers with soft-close and
self-close function.



BEDROOM FURNITURE

FLOW NIGHTSTAND 50CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
Partitioning:

L 50 x W 40 x H 45 cm
0.14 cubic meters
22 kg
23 kg
1 piece
2 drawers

SKU: FL801

Materials
Solid oak wood: the sides, the top and the bottom of
the corpus and the front, the back, the sides and the
applied front of the drawers . The back of the corpus
and the bottom of the drawers are 100% solid wood
(oak veneered plywood).
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and
the fissures

Color in picture: Castle Oak 

Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close drawer
runners with partial extraction
Compatibility
With the Calvin, Lausanne and Lugano beds.



BEDROOM FURNITURE

FLOW SIDEBOARD 2DR 135CM

Sizes: L 135 x W 47 x H 55 cm
Volume: 0.44 cubic meters
Net Weight: 62 kg
Gross Weight: 72 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 2 push-to-open drawers

SKU: FL300

Materials
Solid oak wood: the sides, the top and the bottom of the
corpus and the sfront, the back, the sides and the applied
front of the drawers. The back of the corpus and the
bottom of the drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veenered
plywood).
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close push-to-
open drawer runners
Assembly hardware: none; the sideboard is delivered
assembled

Color in picture: Old Canada



BEDROOM FURNITURE

FLOW SIDEBOARD 3DR 135CM

Sizes: L 135 x W 47 x H 80 cm
Volume: 0.63 cubic meters
Net Weight: 82 kg
Gross Weight: 92 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Partitioning: 3 push-to-open drawers

SKU: FL305

Materials
Solid oak wood: the sides, the top and the bottom of the
corpus and the sfront, the back, the sides and the applied
front of the drawers. The back of the corpus and the
bottom of the drawers are 100% solid wood (oak veenered
plywood).
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close push-to-
open drawer runners
Assembly hardware: none; the sideboard is delivered
assembled

Color in picture: Castle Oak



MIRROR 200X90CM
FRAME

Sizes: L 200 x W 3 x H 90 cm
Volume: 0.12 cubic meters
Net Weight: 10 kg
Gross Weight: 12 kg
Packages: 1 piece

SKU: FR910

Materials: solid oak wood, glass and plywood
Surface distressing: minimal; sanding and chiseling
around knots and cracks
Wall ounting hardware: screws, plastic wall plugs

Features:
It can be used either in a vertical position or in a
horizontal position, either mounted on a wall or leaned
into the wall.

Color in picture: Old Canada



BEDROOM FURNITURE

RIGO MODULAR WARDROBE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 90 x W 65 x H 230 cm
0.47 cubic meters
133 kg
143 kg
3 pieces

L 90 x W 65 x H 230 cm
0.41 cubic meters
91 kg
101 kg
2 pieces

L 90 x W 65 x H 230 cm
0.45 cubic meters
123 kg
133 kg
2 pieces

SKU: RI00A RI00B RI00C

Materials: oak veneered chipboard and solid oak wood, oak veneered MDF,
solid beech wood or solid lime wood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts

Note: The minimum ceiling height has to be 240 cm.

L 90 x W 65 x H 230 cm
0.43 cubic meters
101 kg
111 kg
2 pieces

RI00D

Features:
Modular wardrobe. Choose one, two, three or more modules, depending on your needs.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose your color from our generous color palette.
Flat packed to save on transport costs.
Easy to assemble. Maximum 30 minutes for each module.
Adjustable feet for uneven floors.
Height adjustable shelves and clothing rails.

Module A Module B Module C Module DColor in picture: Castle Oak



BEDROOM FURNITURE

RIGO MODULAR WARDROBE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 180 x W 65 x H 230 cm
0.88 cubic meters
224 kg
244 kg
4 pieces

SKU: RI0BA

Materials: oak veneered chipboard and solid oak wood, oak veneered MDF,
solid beech wood or solid lime wood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: soft-close and self-close hinges and drawer runners
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts

Note: The minimum ceiling height has to be 240 cm.

Features:
Modular wardrobe. Choose one, two, three or more modules, depending on your needs.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose your color from our generous color palette.
Flat packed to save on transport costs.
Easy to assemble. Maximum 30 minutes for each module.
Adjustable feet for uneven floors.
Height adjustable shelves and clothing rails.

Module AModule B Module AModule BColor in picture: Castle Oak



Color in picture: Castle Oak and Nero

SOHO

HOME DESK AND WALL SHELF

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 140 x W 60 x H 76 cm
0.27 cubic meters
34 kg
36 kg
1 piece

L 140 x W 20 x H 24 cm
0.13 cubic meters
3 kg
4 kg
1 piece

SKU: SO050
(DESK)

SO055
(SHELF)

Materials
100% solid wood. The top of the desk is made of a mix of
solid oak wood and oak veneered blockboard. The drawers
are made of solid oak wood. The wall shelf is 100% solid
oak wood.
Steel: the legs; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)

Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, plastic wall plugs



TABLES

Our tables are made by
artisan hands and

loving hearts.



VENETO

TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.43 cubic meters
104 kg
123 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.45 cubic meters
113 kg
131 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.46 cubic meters
117 kg
136 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: VE100 VE101 VE102

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C9
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of chipboard and solid wood, the whole structure being covered
with microcement and finished with special, resistant lacquers.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.50 cubic meters
131 kg
149 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.51 cubic meters
135 kg
154 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.53 cubic meters
141 kg
160 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: VE104 VE105 VE106

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.48 cubic meters
124 kg
143 kg
3 pieces
8

VE103

Description:
With rounded, passional shapes, simple and elegant geometry, the Veneto table
successfully combines the refined Italian style with the robustness and durability of the
oak wood.

Height under tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop thickness: 5 cm
Repositioning of the legs: 3 or 4 positions depending on the size of the table



Sizes: L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.29 cubic meters
Net Weight: 120 kg
Gross Weight: 131 kg
Packages: 3 pieces
No. of Seats: 8
Height under Tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop Thickness: 5 cm

TABLES

SURF TABLE V 220CM
SKU: SU1V2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it
was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid
spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the
only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are
embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The leg is made of solid oak wood and it is connected to the
tabletop using powder coated steel plates. The base of the leg is
made of powder coated steel.
Steel: the leg base; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench



Sizes: L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.29 cubic meters
Net Weight: 106 kg
Gross Weight: 118 kg
Packages: 3 pieces
No. of Seats: 8
Height under Tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop Thickness: 5 cm

TABLES

SURF TABLE I 220CM
SKU: SU1I2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it
was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid
spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the
only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are
embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The leg is made of solid oak wood and the plugs are made of
plywood. A powder coated steel disc is used to connect the leg
to the tabletop. The base of the leg is made of powder coated
steel.
Steel: the leg base; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench



Sizes: L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
Volume: 0.29 cubic meters
Net Weight: 76 kg
Gross Weight: 91 kg
Packages: 2 pieces
No. of Seats: 8
Height under Tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop Thickness: 5 cm

TABLES

SURF TABLE A 220CM
SKU: SU1A2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it
was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid
spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the
only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are
embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of solid oak wood. Powder coated steel
plates are used to connect the legs to the tabletop.
Steel: the connecting plats; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench



TABLES

GAIA TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.29 cubic meters
65 kg
75 kg
2 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.31 cubic meters
70 kg
81 kg
2 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.33 cubic meters
75 kg
86 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: GA100 GA101 GA102

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Microcement C6
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of chipboard and solid pine wood, the whole structure being
covered with a layer of ~ 4 mm of concrete and finished with special, matt lacquers.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.36 cubic meters
90 kg
101 kg
2 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.38 cubic meters
96 kg
107 kg
2 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.40 cubic meters
101 kg
113 kg
2 pieces
10-12

SKU: GA104 GA105 GA106

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.34 cubic meters
85 kg
95 kg
2 pieces
8

GA103

Description:
The warm - cold, vivid - inert, organic - rigid, natural - artificial contrast shapes the
personality of the GAIA table. The 5 cm thick solid wood tabletop with organic edges
balances perfectly with the rigid geometry of the concrete manually covered legs. The
result is a well-proportioned and very robust table, a true ambassador of the urban-
contemporary style.

Height under tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop thickness: 5 cm
Repositioning of the legs: 3 or 4 positions depending on the size of the table



TABLES

KISS TABLE

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 140 x W 80 x H 76 cm
0.14 cubic meters
42 kg
48 kg
2 pieces
4-6

L 160 x W 90 x H 76 cm
0.17 cubic meters
50 kg
57 kg
2 pieces
6

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.20 cubic meters
58 kg
67 kg
2 pieces
6

SKU: KI100 KI101 KI102

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability of the
tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood
as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside. The whole structure is covered in
solid oak wood, this being the only one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel
profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.25 cubic meters
72 kg
83 kg
2 pieces
8

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.27 cubic meters
77 kg
89 kg
2 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.29 cubic meters
81 kg
94 kg
2 pieces
10

SKU: KI104 KI105 KI106

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.22 cubic meters
63 kg
72 kg
2 pieces
6-8

KI103

Description:
Ideal for modern and contemporary arrangements where the focus is placed on
simplicity, ergonomics, space efficiency and on contrast between materials and
textures, the KISS table is the definition of simplicity: a tabletop and four legs. An oak
jewel in which our specialists strictly followed the basic rule of design: "Less is more".
Features:
Despite its simplicity, the table is very robust. It can sustain loads of more than 300 kg.
The KISS Table can also be used as an office or home desk.

Height under tabletop: 71 cm
Tabletop thickness: 5 cm

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.24 cubic meters
67 kg
78 kg
2 pieces
6-8

KI103

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.31 cubic meters
86 kg
100 kg
2 pieces
10-12

KI103



TABLES

METEOR RECTANGULAR TABLES - OAK TOP

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.12 cubic meters
79 kg
88 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.12 cubic meters
85 kg
95 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.12 cubic meters
91 kg
101 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: ME100 ME101 ME102

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.13 cubic meters
103 kg
115 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.14 cubic meters
110 kg
122 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.14 cubic meters
117 kg
129 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: ME104 ME105 ME106

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.13 cubic meters
98 kg
109 kg
3 pieces
8

ME103

Features:
Contemporary design, available exclusively for CIOATA.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the
oak components and for the steel components.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available
on the market.
Short lead times.
Also available with microcement tops (colors C6 or C9).
5 cm thick tabletop.

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability
of the tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which
has solid spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the only
one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are embedded
on the back of the tabletop.
The modular legs are made of steel, in the color Nero (RAL 9005).
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and
fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



TABLES

METEOR ROUND TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

D 110 x H 76 cm
0.16 cubic meters
52 kg
58 kg
2 pieces
4

D 130 x H 76 cm
0.19 cubic meters
64 kg
71 kg
2 pieces
6

SKU: ME120 ME121

Features:
Contemporary design, available exclusively for CIOATA.
100% solid oak wood and powder coated steel.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the oak
components and for the steel components.
Friendly, round shape, ideal for strengthening social bonds with your family members and friends.
Generous height under the skirt (72 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on
the market.
Short lead times.

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: D 150 x 76 cm

Materials
100% solid wood: the table top and the central element of the legs.
Steel profiles are embedded on the back of the tabletop.
The modular legs are made of powder coated steel, in the color Nero
(RAL 9005).
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and
fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



TABLES

WAGNER TABLE A LEGS

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.45 cubic meters
104 kg
123 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.47 cubic meters
113 kg
131 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.49 cubic meters
117 kg
136 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: WA1A0 WA1A1 WA1A2

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Nero
Size in picture: 300 x 100 x 76 cm

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.53 cubic meters
131 kg
149 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.54 cubic meters
135 kg
154 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.56 cubic meters
141 kg
160 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: WA1A4 WA1A5 WA1A6

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.51 cubic meters
124 kg
143 kg
3 pieces
8

WA1A3

Features:
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the
oak components and for the steel components.
The leg can be positioned closer or further from the tabletop's ends.
Custom made sizes can be ordered on request and for an extra cost.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available
on the market.
Short lead times.

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability
of the tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which
has solid spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the only
one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are embedded
on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of steel (color Nero - RAL 9005) and solid oak.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and
fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



TABLES

WAGNER TABLE H LEGS

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.47 cubic meters
112 kg
131 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.49 cubic meters
121 kg
139 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.51 cubic meters
125 kg
144 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: WA1H0 WA1H1 WA1H2

Colors in picture: Drift and Nero
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 76 cm

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.55 cubic meters
139 kg
157 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.57 cubic meters
143 kg
162 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.58 cubic meters
149 kg
168 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: WA1H4 WA1H5 WA1H6

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.51 cubic meters
132 kg
151 kg
3 pieces
8

WA1H3

Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench
Features:
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the
oak components and for the steel components.
The leg can be positioned closer or further from the tabletop's ends.
Custom made sizes can be ordered on request and for an extra cost.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available
on the market.
Short lead times.

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability
of the tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which
has solid spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the only
one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are embedded
on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of steel (color Nero - RAL 9005) and solid oak.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and
fissures.



TABLES

VIVALDI TABLE WITH CONCRETE TOP AND U LEGS

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.45 cubic meters
94 kg
113 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.47 cubic meters
99 kg
118 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.49 cubic meters
107 kg
125 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: VI1U0 VI1U1 VI1U2

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Vintage
Size in picture: 300 x 100 x 76 cm

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.52 cubic meters
118 kg
137 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.54 cubic meters
124 kg
143 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.55 cubic meters
129 kg
148 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: VI1U4 VI1U5 VI1U6

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.50 cubic meters
112 kg
131 kg
3 pieces
8

VI1U3

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Castle Oak
Size in picture: 300 x 100 x 76 cm

Features:
Choose 100% solid oak legs or 100% powder coated steel legs.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the
oak components and for the steel components.
Real concrete powder mixed with special resins to make the surface flexible and durable. Coated
with a high quality lacquer that makes the surface usable even in humid environments.
The handmade application of the concrete creates beautiful and unique patterns on the tabletop.
The leg can be positioned closer or further from the tabletop's ends.
Custom made sizes can be ordered on request and for an extra cost.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available
on the market.

Materials
In order to ensure the stability and durability of the tabletop, it was
designed in a special, layered structure, which has solid spruce wood as
its core and MDF on the outside. Steel profiles are embedded on the
back of the tabletop. Two layers of high quality microcement are applied
on the surfaces. 
The legs are made of steel (color Nero - RAL 9005) or solid oak wood.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



TABLES

VIVALDI TABLE WITH OAK TOP AND U LEGS

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.45 cubic meters
88 kg
107 kg
3 pieces
6

L 200 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.47 cubic meters
97 kg
115 kg
3 pieces
6-8

L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.49 cubic meters
101 kg
120 kg
3 pieces
6-8

SKU: VI1U0 VI1U1 VI1U2

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 260 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.52 cubic meters
115 kg
133 kg
3 pieces
8-10

L 280 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.54 cubic meters
119 kg
138 kg
3 pieces
10

L 300 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.55 cubic meters
125 kg
144 kg
3 pieces
10-12

SKU: VI1U4 VI1U5 VI1U6

L 240 x W 100 x H 76 cm
0.50 cubic meters
108 kg
127 kg
3 pieces
8

VI1U3

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Graphite
Size in picture: 240 x 100 x 76 cm

Features:
Choose 100% solid oak legs or 100% powder coated steel legs.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a wide variety of colors both for the
oak components and for the steel components.
The leg can be positioned closer or further from the tabletop's ends.
Custom made sizes can be ordered on request and for an extra cost.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available
on the market.

Materials
100% solid wood table top. In order to ensure the stability and durability
of the tabletop, it was designed in a special, layered structure, which
has solid spruce wood as its core and thick solid oak slats on the outside.
The whole structure is covered in solid oak wood, this being the only
one visible from the outside. Additionally, steel profiles are embedded
on the back of the tabletop.
The legs are made of steel (color Nero - RAL 9005) or solid oak wood.
Surface distressing: Minimum; sanding and chiseling around knots and
fissures.
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench



TABLES

CULT TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 180 x W 100 x H 77 cm
0.42 cubic meters
67 kg
75 kg
2 pieces
6

L 220 x W 100 x H 77 cm
0.348 cubic meters
76 kg
85 kg
2 pieces
8

SKU: CU100 CU102

Features:
100% solid oak wood.
Unique look. Aged oak with cracks, beautiful knots and natural colorations, expressive wood grain.
Handmade. Surfaces 100% scraped, sanded and chiseled by hand.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a variety of colors, each having the power to
create a different and unique look for the final product.
Height under the skirt: 65.5 cm. Ideal for combining the table with most of the armchairs available on the
market.
Short lead times.

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand, sanding and chiseling
around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench, cam nuts, bolts, insert nuts

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 77 cm



TABLES

CULT ROUND TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

D 150 x H 76 cm
0.25 cubic meters
71 kg
79 kg
2 pieces
6-8

D 130 x H 76 cm
0.22 cubic meters
63 kg
70 kg
2 pieces
6

D 110 x H 76 cm
0.19 cubic meters
57 kg
64 kg
2 pieces
4

SKU: CU120 CU121 CU122

Features:
100% solid oak wood.
Unique look. Aged oak with cracks, beautiful knots and natural colorations, expressive wood grain.
Handmade. Surfaces 100% scraped, sanded and chiseled by hand.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a variety of colors, each having the power to
create a different and unique look for the final product.
Friendly, round shape, ideal for strengthening social bonds with your family members and friends.
Generous height under the skirt (72 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on
the market.
Short lead times.

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand, sanding and chiseling
around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: D 150 x 76 cm



TABLES

VENETO ROUND TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

D 110 x H 76 cm
0.16 cubic meters
31 kg
35 kg
2 pieces
4

D 130 x H 76 cm
0.20 cubic meters
41 kg
45 kg
2 pieces
6

D 150 x H 76 cm
0.24 cubic meters
52 kg
56 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: VE120 VE121 VE122

Features:
100% solid oak wood.
Elegant design with smooth and rounded surfaces and profiles.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a variety of colors, each having the power to
create a different and unique look for the final product.
Friendly, round shape, ideal for strengthening social bonds with your family members and friends.
Generous height under the skirt (73 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on
the market.
Short lead times.

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: D 130 x 76 cm

Materials
The table is made of 100% solid oak wood.
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the fissures
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws, washers and wrench for mounting the legs



TABLES

TRIBECA ROUND TABLES - CONCRETE TOP

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

D 130 x H 76 cm
0.20 cubic meters
71 kg
82 kg
2 pieces
6

D 150 x H 76 cm
0.25 cubic meters
78 kg
91 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: TR121 TR122

Features:
Contemporary design, available exclusively for CIOATA.
Modern look obtained by carefully joining in the same product complementary materials without
compromising the clean and futuristic design.
Very sturdy table. Surprisingly maybe for such a minimalistic design.
Real concrete powder mixed with special resins to make the surface flexible and durable. Coated with a
high quality lacquer that makes the surface usable even in humid environments.
The handmade application of the concrete creates beautiful and unique patterns on the tabletop.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces for both the wooden components and for the tabletop.
Choose from a variety of colors available for the wooden components, each having the power to create a
different and unique look for the final product.
Friendly, round shape, ideal for strengthening social bonds with your family members and friends.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on the
market.
Short lead times.

Main material: solid oak wood QF2 (B class)
Secondary materials: MDF, powder coated steel, microcement
Surface distressing: insignificant; sanding and chiseling around some
knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Castle Oak
Size in picture: D 150 x 76 cm



TABLES

TRIBECA ROUND TABLES - OAK TOP

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

D 130 x H 76 cm
0.20 cubic meters
55 kg
66 kg
2 pieces
6

D 150 x H 76 cm
0.25 cubic meters
60 kg
73 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: TR121 TR122

Features:
Contemporary design, available exclusively for CIOATA.
Modern and thin tabetop (15 mm).
Very sturdy table. Surprisingly maybe for such a minimalistic design.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a variety of colors, each having the power to
create a different and unique look for the final product.
Friendly, round shape, ideal for strengthening social bonds with your family members and friends.
Generous height under the skirt (71 cm), ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on the
market.
Short lead times.

Main material: solid oak wood QF2 (B class)
Secondary materials: MDF, powder coated steel
Surface distressing: insignificant; sanding and chiseling around some
knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Cotone
Size in picture: D 150 x 76 cm



TABLES

LOMBARDY TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
No. of Seats:

L 240 x W 100 x H 77 cm
0.42 cubic meters
104 kg
107 kg
2 pieces
6

L 300 x W 110 x H 77 cm
0.51 cubic meters
135 kg
142 kg
2 pieces
6-8

SKU: LM103 LM106

Features:
100% solid oak wood.
The carefully selected aged oak timber with deep cracks, beautiful knots, natural colorations and
expressive wood grain creates a unique rustic and timeless look.
The sturdy legs and the 45 mm thick tabletop make this table the focal point of any room.
Handmade. Surfaces 100% scraped, sanded, brushed and chiseled by hand.
Natural colors and silky-smooth, mat surfaces. Choose from a variety of colors, each having the power to
create a different and unique look for the final product.
Generous height under the tabletop, ideal for combining the table with any armchairs available on the
market.
Short lead times.

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand, sanding and chiseling
around knots and cracks, brushing (recycled oak wood look)
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Color in picture: Castle Oak
Size in picture: 220 x 100 x 78.5 cm



BOOKCASES



BOOKCASE 210CM
PHOENIX

Sizes: L 210 x W 35.6 x H 220 cm
Volume: 0.45 cubic meters
Net Weight: 82 kg
Gross Weight: 84 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: PH430

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 – QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: powder coated carbon steel
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

Features:
Two-sided. Can be used as a room divider 
Height adjustable shelves.
Wall anchoring system for increased safety.
Height adjustable legs for compensating uneven floors.

Colors in picture: Castle Oak and Ferro



BOOKCASE 100CM
PHOENIX

Sizes: L 100 x W 35.6 x H 220 cm
Volume: 0.39 cubic meters
Net Weight: 65 kg
Gross Weight: 67 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: PH431

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 – QF2
(A - B class)
Secondary materials: powder coated
carbon steel
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers,
wrench

Features:
Two-sided. Can be used as a room divider 
Height adjustable shelves.
Wall anchoring system for increased
safety.
Height adjustable legs for compensating
uneven floors.

*Colors in picture: Old Canada and Ferro



BOOKCASE 70CM
ATLAS

Sizes: L 70 x W 48 x H 192 cm
Volume: 0.15 cubic meters
Net Weight: 45 kg
Gross Weight: 49 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: AT430

Materials
Solid oak wood: the shelves, the top and the sleepers.
Steel: the sides; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Color for the metal and the niche
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas TV Sideboard 2Dr
180cm, the Atlas TV Sideboard 3Dr 180cm and the
Bookcase 100cm (AT440) - the position of the shelves
match with the height of these items.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



BOOKCASE 100CM
ATLAS

Sizes: L 100 x W 48 x H 192 cm
Volume: 0.18 cubic meters
Net Weight: 56 kg
Gross Weight: 60 kg
Packages: 2 pieces

SKU: AT440

Materials
Solid oak wood: the shelves, the top and the sleepers.
Steel: the sides; color NR - Nero (RAL 9005)
Surface distressing
Minimal; sanding and chiseling around the knots and the
fissures
Color for the metal and the niche
Hardware
Assembly hardware: screws
Adjustment hardware: adjustable threaded feet that take
the imperfections from the floor and ensure perfect
leveling

Compatibility
With the Atlas Home Desk (AT050), the Atlas Home Desk
(AT051), the Atlas Sideboard 2Dr 70cm (AT300), the Atlas
Sideboard 2D 100cm (AT340), the Atlas TV Sideboard 2Dr
180cm, the Atlas TV Sideboard 3Dr 180cm and the
Bookcase 70cm (AT430) - the position of the shelves
match with the height of these items.

Color in picture: Castle Oak



WALLY

WALL SHELVES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:
Maximum load:

L 80 x W 23 x H 6 cm
0.02 cubic meters
5 kg
5.5 kg
1 piece
39 kg (depending also on the
type of wall)

L 120 x W 23 x H 6 cm
0.03 cubic meters
8 kg
9 kg
1 piece
36 kg (depending also on the
type of wall)

L 160 x W 23 x H 6 cm
0.04 cubic meters
10 kg
11 kg
1 piece
34 kg (depending also on the
type of wall)

SKU: WL450 WL451 WL452

Materials: 100% solid wood. The solid spruce wood core is bordered with solid
oak wood and veneered with oak.
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: Triane wall mounting system, plastic wall plugs, screws

Color in picture: Old Canada
Size in picture: L 160 x W 23 x H 6 cm



SMALL
TABLES

Our tables are made by
artisan hands and

loving hearts.



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE D45CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 45 x H 34 cm
0.04 cubic meters
2.30 kg
2.75 kg
2 pieces

D 45 x H 40 cm
0.04 cubic meters
2.60 kg
3.14 kg
2 pieces

D 45 x H 55 cm
0.07 cubic meters
2.90 kg
3.50 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS011 OS012 OS013

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS011, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS012, H40 cm
color Blue

OS013, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE D70CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 70 x H 34 cm
0.05 cubic meters
5.60 kg
6.75 kg
2 pieces

D 70 x H 40 cm
0.05 cubic meters
5.90 kg
7.14 kg
2 pieces

D 70 x H 55 cm
0.08 cubic meters
6.20 kg
7.50 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS021 OS022 OS023

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS021, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS022, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS023, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE 60X60CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 60 x W 60 x H 34 cm
0.06 cubic meters
5.30 kg
6.00 kg
2 pieces

L 60 x W 60 x H 40 cm
0.06 cubic meters
5.70 kg
6.52 kg
2 pieces

L 60 x W 60 x H 55 cm
0.10 cubic meters
6.10 kg
7.00 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS031 OS032 OS033

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS031, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS032, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS033, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE 110X60CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 110 x W 60 x H 34 cm
0.07 cubic meters
9.80 kg
11.00 kg
2 pieces

L 110 x W 60 x H 40 cm
0.07 cubic meters
10.20 kg
11.52 kg
2 pieces

L 110 x W 60 x H 55 cm
0.11 cubic meters
10.60 kg
12.00 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS041 OS042 OS043

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS041, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS042, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS043, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE 80X50CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 80 x W 50 x H 34 cm
0.05 cubic meters
4.10 kg
4.75 kg
2 pieces

L 80 x W 50 x H 40 cm
0.05 cubic meters
4.40 kg
5.14 kg
2 pieces

L 80 x W 50 x H 55 cm
0.08 cubic meters
4.70 kg
5.50 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS051 OS052 OS053

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS051, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS052, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS053, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE 77X70CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 77 x W 70 x H 34 cm
0.05 cubic meters
5.10 kg
5.75 kg
2 pieces

L 77 x W 70 x H 40 cm
0.05 cubic meters
5.40 kg
6.14 kg
2 pieces

L 77 x W 70 x H 55 cm
0.08 cubic meters
5.70 kg
6.50 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS061 OS062 OS063

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS061, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS062, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS063, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLE 89X79CM

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

L 89 x W 79 x H 34 cm
0.05 cubic meters
6.60 kg
7.75 kg
2 pieces

L 89 x W 79 x H 40 cm
0.05 cubic meters
6.90 kg
8.14 kg
2 pieces

L 89 x W 79 x H 55 cm
0.08 cubic meters
7.20 kg
8.50 kg
2 pieces

SKU: OS071 OS072 OS073

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS071, H34 cm
color Old Canada

OS072, H40 cm
color Old Canada

OS073, H55 cm
color Old Canada



OSLO

COFFEE TABLES WITH METAL LEGS

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 70 x H 40 cm
0.11 cubic meters
5.80 kg
7.20 kg
1 piece

L 77 x W 70 x H 40 cm
0.11 cubic meters
5.30 kg
6.20 kg
1 piece

L 89 x W 79 x H 40 cm
0.11 cubic meters
6.80 kg
8.20 kg
1 pieces

SKU: OS024 OS064 OS074

Main material: solid oak wood QF1 - QF2 (A - B class)
Secondary materials: oak veneered plywood
Surface distressing: none
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: screws, washers, wrench

OS024, H40 cm
color Old Canada+Nero

OS064, H40 cm
color Old Canada+Nero

OS074, H55 cm
color Old Canada+Nero



VENETO

COFFEE TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 80 x H 35 cm
0.27 cubic meters
23 kg
24 kg
1 piece

L 80 x W 80 x H 35 cm
0.27 cubic meters
26 kg
27 kg
1 piece

D 80 x H 41 cm
0.31 cubic meters
24 kg
25 kg
1 piece

SKU: VE000 VE001 VE010

VE000, H35 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

L 80 x W 80 x H 41 cm
0.31 cubic meters
27 kg
28 kg
1 piece

VE011 Materials
The tabletop is made of solid oak
wood. The leg is made of MDF,
chipboard, PVC and solid wood. The
leg is covered with microcement.
Surface distressing: Minimum;
sanding and chiseling around knots
and fissures.
Tabletop thickness: 28 mm

VE001, H35 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE010, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE011, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



VENETO

CORNER AND LAMP TABLES

Sizes:
Volume:
Net Weight:
Gross Weight:
Packages:

D 50 x H 41 cm
0.13 cubic meters
10 kg
11 kg
1 piece

L 50 x W 50 x H 41 cm
0.13 cubic meters
11 kg
12 kg
1 piece

D 50 x H 55 cm
0.17 cubic meters
12 kg
13 kg
1 piece

SKU: VE060 VE061 VE070

VE060, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

L 50 x W 50 x H 55 cm
0.17 cubic meters
14 kg
15 kg
1 piece

VE071 Materials
The tabletop is made of solid oak
wood. The leg is made of MDF,
chipboard, PVC and solid wood. The
leg is covered with microcement.
Surface distressing: Minimum;
sanding and chiseling around knots
and fissures.
Tabletop thickness: 28 mm

VE061, H41 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9 

VE070, H55 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9

VE071, H55 cm
color Castle Oak and
Microcement C9



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 130CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 130 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.36 cubic meters
Net Weight: 17 kg
Gross Weight: 30 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM015

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Color in picture: Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 130CM - CONCRETE TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 130 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.36 cubic meters
Net Weight: 17 kg
Gross Weight: 30 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM015

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
and plywood
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 160CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 160 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.44 cubic meters
Net Weight: 20 kg
Gross Weight: 34 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM016

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
Secondary materials: none
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Color in picture: Old Canada



OVAL COFFEE TABLE 160CM - OAK TOP
LOMBARDY

Sizes: L 160 x W 55 x H 40 cm
Volume: 0.44 cubic meters
Net Weight: 20 kg
Gross Weight: 34 kg
Packages: 1 piece
Tabletop Thickness: 30 cm

SKU: LM016

Main material: solid oak wood QF3 – QF4 (C class)
and MDF
Secondary materials: concrete paste
Surface distressing: light scraping done by hand,
sanding and chiseling around knots and cracks
Functional hardware: none
Assembly hardware: not required

Colors in picture: Microcement C6 and Old Canada



Cioata finishes have both the role of protecting the
surfaces from external factors and to also
accentuate the wood's or its natural beauty. Some
collections have scraped surfaces. The purpose of
applying this exclusively manual procedure is to
further emphasize the beauty of solid wild oak.

COLOR PALETTE



CASTLE OAK

OAK COLOR PALETTE

ARDESIA

COTONE



FERRO

WOOD COLOR PALETTE

NATURAL OAK

WEATHERED OAK



MICROCEMENT C6

MICROCEMENT AND METAL COLOR PALETTE

MICROCEMENT C9

METAL - NERO



We are recognized for meeting
without fail the agreed deadlines for
delivery.

+40 740 058 611

office@cioata.com

Voinicenilor 4,
Tirgu-Mures, Romania

www.cioata.com
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